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Question: 70

A developer logged into a client machine has recently completed designing a new TaskBot and needs to evaluate the
Bot outcome for purpose of meeting the project requirement. If the evaluation is successful, the TaskBot will then be
uploaded to the control room.

Which three actions could the developer take, to execute the TaskBot for the evaluation? (Choose three.)
A . Open the TaskBot in the workbench and execute it
B . Execute the bot from the client login at the Control Room
C . Execute the bot from the administration login at the Control Room
D . Double-click the shortcut of the Bot created on the desktop
E . Provide the complete path of the TaskBot ATMX file in the CLI window

Answer: A,C,E

Question: 71

A team in XYZ Ltd. has received a project where a 70 minute raw document needs to be recorded and mailed within
two hours. After downloading the content, there seems to be a problem with their internet and thy can’t initiate the
recording.

Which tool is recommended to accomplish the task given in the scenario?
A . Microsoft Windows 10
B . MS Office 360
C . Airbook Mac Pro
D . Internet Explorer 9

Answer: D

Question: 72

The control room administrator is overwhelmed by new user requests resulting from recent acquisitions.

What two things can the administrator do to lighten the creation of new user accounts and aligning proper roles?
(Choose two.)
A . Create a role and delegate User and Role creation permissions to the new role
B . Create a bot to use the user administration API to simplify user creation
C . Assign responsible business users a role that has Create User and Manage Roles permissions enabled
D . Enable Active Directory integration for the control room
E . Upgrade the control room license with a larger bot creator licenses value Integrate the control room with another
system to automate the creation of user accounts and role assignment



Answer: A,C

Question: 73

After logging in from the client system, a developer wants to review the task bot activities that have occurred at the
client system over the last four weeks.

What would help the developer with this information?
A . The developer logged in at the client machine, accesses the control room central log file for this information
B . The developer logged in at the client machine, accesses the client machine systems logs for this information
C . The administrator from the control room accesses the system logs at the client machine and shares this information
with developer
D . The developer can log in at another client machine and access the control room central log file for this information

Answer: A

Question: 74

A user is using Error handling in their code. The user feels that the values of System Error Handling Variables are
getting carried forward from one Error Handling block to another resulting in issues.

What does the user need to do to resolve this?
A . The user needs to manually reset the system defined Error Handling variables after every Error Handling Block.
B . The values don not get carried forward, as they are automatically reset after each block.
C . The action can be trigger to reset the values of the variables.
D . The action can be scheduled to reset the values of the variables.

Answer: A

Question: 75

What feature allows an administrator to manage items by dividing them into small, logical modules to be processed
simultaneously?
A . Workload Management
B . Devices
C . Activity
D . Bots

Answer: A

Question: 76

Which option is used to make multiple PDF page from single file?
A . Merge Documents
B . Split Document
C . Encrypt Document
D . Extract Text



Answer: B

Question: 77

Which can be attached to a mail being sent via Error Handling?
A . Snapshot and Variable
B . Snapshot and Error Log
C . Data Log and Snapshot
D . Error Log and Variable

Answer: A

Question: 78

It is possible to run/execute a task by pressing a pre-assigned Hot Key combination which has been associated with the
task beforehand (True/False)?
A . True
B . False

Answer: A

Question: 79

Which two system variables are associated with Arrays? (Choose two.)
A . ArrayRows
B . ArrayElements
C . ArrayColumns
D . ArraySize

Answer: A,C

Question: 80

A bot assigned to a queue to service work items has malfunctioned and needs to be repaired. The time to correct has
been estimated at three days. Meanwhile the queue has 5000 work items that need to be processed.

What should the queue administrator do to allow human users to process the work items in an efficient manner?
A . Export work items to CSV and distribute to the human work force
B . Notify the business owner that the queue is out of service for three days
C . Create a custom role, assign the human workforce to the role, then add the role as a consumer of the queue
D . Assign the human users to a role registered as a participant of the queue

Answer: A




